


















Party in Gulfport: 



 

 



 

Why use a Battery Tender? 

During colder months, lots of motorcycles see limited use if even that, making this time of year when a 
motorcycle battery needs the most help. That’s especially true with Baggers, those fully-loaded bikes most 
likely to be carrying a whole host of extra electrical accessories. Everything from more lighting to battery–
draining sound and communication systems and alarms is common place on these bikes 

            The best factory and aftermarket alternators will only bring a battery up to about 80 percent of full 
charge, and that’s with everyday riding. Let that bike sit for a week or a month and you can almost be 
guaranteed a dead battery sooner rather than later 

            Just having enough battery juice to start a bike isn’t enough, either. Today’s motorcycles have 
sophisticated electrical systems, more is demanded from a battery than before and keeping that battery at 100 
percent charge is vital to the bike’s overall performance. The computer controlled sensors and switches need 
peak voltage to operate as they’re designed to. Even a slightly weak battery can lead to all sorts of problems and 
trouble codes 

            A Battery tender takes away all those worries, from starting to running. Riders who aren’t using a 
Battery Tender now, and especially all those riders with a fully-loaded bagger bike sitting in the garage, are 
risking early battery failure. 
            Every Battery Tender provides all the necessary recharge/maintenance steps to bring a battery to 100 
percent charge and keep it there. It’s fully automatic and totally hands-off, too. Hook it up, plug it in and forget 
about it. With state-of-the-art ISM (Infinite Sequential Monitoring) programming that Battery Tender will 
automatically update the charge sequence for a smooth transition between charging and 
maintenance.  Each Battery Tender reads the battery it’s hooked to and reacts accordingly to apply the proper, 
and safe, charge and maintenance sequence. Once fully charged the Battery Tender will move into the 
maintenance mode or “float” mode until it sensors a drop in battery power and automatically moves back to 
charge mode to keep your battery and 100 percent full charge when not in use. It will never overcharge the 
battery, never cause one to out-gas, bubble over or be harmed in any way. Every battery needs a Battery 
Tender, either when sitting for winter storage or in-between weekend to weekend rides. 

This Tech Tip Brought to you by:  
Prospect Cycles 4220 S 32nd St Muskogee, OK 74401 

 

 
 

 







Winter Safety Tips 

Most motorcycle owners love the feeling of the wind on their face and being out on the open road. However, when the 

weather turns cold, many pack up their bikes for the winter and wait it out. While a lot of riders don't want to venture out in 

snow and freezing temperatures, there are those who will ride no matter what. Even with motorcycle insurance, riding in 

the winter can be a dangerous feat. If you find yourself taking your motorcycle out in the winter, here are a few safety tips 

to make the most out of your ride: 

Wrap up 

One of the biggest dangers while riding in the winter is the cold. When the temperature dips below freezing, you are more 

vulnerable to frost bite. Fortunately, there are many different types of motorcycle gear to keep you warm. In the winter, the 

best way to stay warm is to dress in layers that will protect your skin. Be sure to have on comfortable base layers that 

cover your arms and legs fully. Synthetic materials are often better than cotton, which does not pull moisture away from 

the body when you sweat. On top of your base layers, add midlayers that can create an insulation barrier from the cold 

before putting on your jacket. Be sure to wear gloves, socks and a helmet that will keep you warm. 

Be visible 

Some motorists have a hard time seeing motorcycles on the road in perfect weather, but in winter conditions, it can be 

even more difficult. To make yourself as visible as possible to other drivers, be sure to keep your lights on while on the 

road. You can also wear reflective clothing on the outside of your layers that will help you stand out. Do not ride in a car's 

blind spot and make your intentions like turning or slowing down as obvious as possible. In addition to other cars having a 

harder time seeing you, your vision could be impaired by winter weather. Be aware of the road conditions and wear 

protective eye gear to see better. 

Check your tires 

When temperatures drop, your tires will also become colder. Many drivers already know that colder tires can lead to less 

traction on the road and a greater chance that you will slide. Be sure to check your tire pressure so that it will grip the road 

as best as possible. It is also important you check the tread to ensure your tires are not too worn down from riding before 

heading out. 

Winter roads: When the road freezes and unfreezes, more hazards can crop up on the street. One of the biggest winter 

hazards for your bike is potholes. Potholes can be a major threat to motorcycles and driver safety, so be sure to keep an 

eye out and avoid running over them when possible. In addition to potholes, there are other obstacles that might be in the 

road. Remember that motorcycles were not designed for winter riding and you could run into trouble riding over salt meant 

to melt ice. You could lose traction easily, so be wary of salt littered on the road. 

 




